QUIZ 2B: Using Question Words

I. Make questions. Use where, when, what time, or why.

1. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: To the park. (I went to the park yesterday.)

2. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: Yesterday morning. (My grandma came to my house yesterday morning.)

3. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: Because I was very sick. (I didn’t come to class yesterday because I was very sick.)

4. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: At 7:30 A.M. (The class started at 7:30 A.M.)

5. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: Because I needed to know the homework. (I called you because I needed to know the homework.)

II. Make questions.

1. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: A big airplane. (I saw a big airplane.)

2. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: A sandwich. (I ate a sandwich for lunch)

3. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: Yes, I did. (I ate a sandwich for lunch)

4. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: His project. (John talked about his project)

5. A: _____________________________________________________________
   B: My grades. (I’m thinking about my grades)